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Summary
Genomemaintenance (GM) is an essential defense system against
aging and cancer, as both are characterized by increased genome
instability. Here, we compared the copy number variation and
mutation rate of 518 GM-associated genes in the naked mole rat
(NMR), mouse, and human genomes. GM genes appeared to be
strongly conserved, with copy number variation in only four
genes. Interestingly, we found NMR to have a higher copy
number of CEBPG, a regulator of DNA repair, and TINF2, a
protector of telomere integrity. NMR, as well as human, was also
found to have a lower rate of germline nucleotide substitution
than the mouse. Together, the data suggest that the long-lived
NMR, as well as human, has more robust GM than mouse and
identifies new targets for the analysis of the exceptional
longevity of the NMR.
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Introduction, results, discussion
DNA can be damaged by a myriad of exogenous and endogenous
genotoxic agents, making GM an essential defense system. GM is
complex, requiring multiple, coordinated cellular activities, including
DNA repair, cellular senescence, and apoptosis. These processes
occasionally fail, leading to alterations in the somatic genome, which
has been recognized as a feature of both aging and cancer
(Hoeijmakers, 2009; Hanahan & Weinberg, 2011; Vijg & Suh, 2013).
While there is evidence for increased DNA repair activities in cells from
longer-lived species (Hart & Setlow, 1974), and GM genes have been
associated with the evolution of longevity (Jobson et al., 2010; Li & de
Magalhaes, 2013), a systematic analysis of GM genes in species with
greatly different lifespans is thus far lacking. Here, we present an
analysis of GM genes in the NMR, an exceptionally long-lived rodent
species in which no cases of cancer have been observed, vis-a-vis
human and mouse, two species with starkly different lifespans, but a
higher cancer risk at the end of life.
The NMR is the longest lived rodent known, with a maximum lifespan
of 32 years—almost ten times longer than the mouse (Gorbunova,
2007). For at least 80% of their lives, NMRs show little signs of
senescence, no age-related increase in mortality, and high fecundity
(Buffenstein, 2008). In addition to such attenuated aging phenotypes,
the NMR is also unusual for its pronounced cancer resistance (Liang
et al., 2010), which, in part, has been explained by high molecular mass
hyaluronan (Tian et al., 2013). We hypothesized that genetic differences
in GM could explain the NMR’s exceptional longevity and part of its
cancer resistance. Hence, we performed a comparative analysis of GM
genes in the NMR, mouse, and human genomes.
First, we compiled a list of GM genes, incorporating published gene
lists (Ronen & Glickman, 2001; Han et al., 2013). The genes in our list
are involved in a wide range of pathways and processes related to GM,
from DNA repair to cell cycle regulation and cell death. Relatively well-
annotated genome assemblies of human and mouse are available. For
NMR, we used our published NMR genome assembly (Kim et al., 2011),
as well as assemblies developed by several other groups (Table S2). As
each genome assembly is independent, they complement one another—
copy number variations can be validated and sequence gaps filled. We
identified GM genes in the three species through genome mapping,
refined local sequence alignment, and extensive manual checking (see
Appendix S1).
While we found evidence of gene expansion and many putative
pseudogenes, there were only two genes, CCAAT/enhancer binding
protein-c (CEBPG), and TERF1-interacting nuclear factor 2 (TINF2), with
higher copy number in the NMR (Table 1, Fig. S4). CEBPG has been
identified as a regulator of DNA repair (Crawford et al., 2007) and
cellular senescence (Huggins et al., 2013). Hence, an increased copy
number of CEBPG may serve to better protect the NMR against cellular
stressors. TINF2 stabilizes the shelterin proteins that prevent telomere
Table 1 Genome maintenance genes with differential copy numbers between
human, mouse, and naked mole rat
Gene symbol
Copy numbers in
Human Chimpanzee Mouse Rat Guinea pig NMR
CEBPG 1 1 1 1 1 3
GTF2H2C 2* 1 1 1 1 1
RPA4 1 1 0 0 0† 1
TINF2 1 1 1 1 2 2
*NCBI notes in the annotation of the second human copy of this gene that it may
be an artifact of the Hg19 human genome assembly and may not actually be a true
second copy of the gene (http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/gene/730394). However,
this second copy is still in Ensembl, Refseq, and HGNC.
†Guinea pig has one partial copy of the RPA4 gene (Fig. S4).
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uncapping and DNA damage signaling (Takai et al., 2011). Expression of
two copies of CEBPG and both copies of TINF2 in the NMR was verified
with published RNA-seq data (Figs S5 and S6). The human genome
contains only one copy of TINF2, but being large animals, humans are
protected against cancer by repressing telomerase (Seluanov et al.,
2007). One gene, present in the NMR and human genomes, but not in
that of the mouse, encodes replication protein A4 (RPA4) (Table 1, Fig.
S4). RPA4 is a subunit of the replication protein A complex, which is
essential for DNA replication, repair, and cell cycle checkpoint activation
(Haring et al., 2010). While no orthologous sequences were found in the
mouse genome, we identified an ortholog of the human RPA4 sequence
in the NMR genome (Fig. S4).
While limitations in genome assemblies of most other species
essentially constrained complete analysis, we did check the genomes
of the guinea pig, chimpanzee, and rat for copy number variation in the
four GM genes identified with copy number variation between human,
mouse, and NMR. The results show that they each have only one copy of
CEBPG, but like NMR, the guinea pig also has two copies of TINF2
(Table 1). Guinea pigs also contain a partial sequence of RPA4 in their
genome, which was absent not only from the mouse but also from the
rat genome (Table 1). Finally, the human genome was found to contain
an extra copy of general transcription factor IIH, polypeptide 2
(GTF2H2C), which is involved in basal transcription and nucleotide
excision repair (Marteijn et al., 2014). However, this second copy may be
an artifact of the Hg19 human genome assembly.
The main conclusion that can be drawn from these results is that GM
genes are highly conserved, alsowith respect to their copy numbers. If GM
is superior in NMR (and human) compared with mouse, then we would
expect to find that reflected by their germline mutation rates. We found
that the number of nucleotide substitutions per site (K) in GM genes is on
average 1.3 times higher between human and mouse than between
human and NMR (Fig. 1A and Fig. S1A). Nucleotide substitution rates are
known to be higher in rodents than in primates (Britten, 1986). Using
chicken as an out-group, our calculation of K in ~700 randomly selected
genes confirmed this (Fig. S3). To investigate how nucleotide substitutions
are distributed among different codon sites, we also calculated the
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Fig. 1 Evolution of genome maintenance (GM) and random genes in human, mouse, and naked mole rat (NMR). (A) Nucleotide substitutions per site. (B) Nucleotide
substitutions per site (K), per nonsynonymous site (Ka), and per synonymous site (Ks). (C) The ratios of K, Ka, and Ks of GM and random genes in NMR to that in mouse.
Abbreviations: H, human; M, mouse; and N, NMR.
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nucleotide substitutionsper nonsynonymous site (Ka) andper synonymous
site (Ks) for human versus mouse and human versus NMR. Our estimated
median Ka/Ks ratio between human and mouse orthologous genes is
0.119, in reasonable agreement with previous estimates (0.115) (Mouse
Genome Sequencing Consortium et al., 2002). While Ka is essentially the
same in mouse and NMR, Ks is higher in mouse than in NMR
(P < 2.2 9 1016, for both GM and random genes), which indicates a
lower background evolutionary rate in NMR than in mouse (Fig. 1B and
Fig. S1B). For neutral nucleotide substitutions, the substitution rate is equal
to the mutation rate. As Ks is lower in NMR than in mouse, the mutation
rate is, therefore, also lower in NMR. Using human as an out-group, the
comparison of Ks among mouse, NMR, and guinea pig—a moderately
long-lived rodent (with a 12-year maximum lifespan), shows that the
maximum lifespan decreases as Ks (and thus the mutation rate) increases
(ordinal logistic regression coefficient = 2.12, P = 2.31 9 109, Fig.
S2).While species-specific differences in germlinemutation rate havebeen
attributed to various factors, varying from generation time to metabolic
rate, the most likely explanation remains differences in genome mainte-
nance (Thomas & Hahn, 2014). Moreover, nonsynonymous changes
between human andmouseGMgenes are slightlymore drastic than those
between human and NMR (P = 0.03888), while for random genes such a
difference was not observed (P = 0.7555).
To investigate how a slower mutation rate affects GM genes in NMR,
we calculated the ratios of K of GM genes between human and NMR to
that between human and mouse, and compared them to those of
random genes. The results indicate lower ratios of K for GM genes than
for random genes (P = 0.001, Fig. 1C). Considering nonsynonymous
and synonymous substitutions separately, we show that the aforemen-
tioned lower ratios result only from changes in nonsynonymous
nucleotide substitutions, as the ratios of Ka are significantly lower
(P = 2.248 9 106, Fig. 1C) for GM genes while the ratios of Ks are
essentially the same between GM genes and random genes (P = 0.2097,
Fig. 1C). This result indicates that GM genes evolved more slowly than
random genes (the background) in NMR compared with mouse, and this
reduction is due to a greater decrease in nonsynonymous nucleotide
substitutions in GM genes than in random genes in NMR (or a greater
increase in mouse). This result suggests that GM genes are evolutionarily
more stable in NMR than in mouse, which may be required for longevity
and/or resistance to cancer in NMR. Pathway analysis shows that the GM
genes with the smallest Ka ratios between NMR and human are enriched
in the ubiquitin-mediated proteolysis pathway (Padj = 6.2 9 10
15),
consistent with the notion that this pathway is extremely well conserved.
Our study is the first step in a comparative genomics approach to study
GM in relation to aging and cancer. Focusing on human,mouse, and NMR
because of their contrasting aging phenotypes and the availability of high-
quality genome sequences, we investigated copy number differences of
GM genes and discovered that very few GM genes have been lost among
these three species during evolution. While we can only speculate
whether the two genes with additional copies in the NMR, CEBPG and
TINF2, confer a significant advantage, for example, through an increase in
gene dosage, it is possible for a subtle difference at the genomic level to
have a large phenotypic effect, such as increased lifespan. The finding that
the NMR has a slower nucleotide substitution rate is interesting,
particularly in the context of their longevity, and suggests that GM in
NMR is superior to GM in the mouse. As more genomes become
sequenced and annotated to higher quality, these findings can be
validated further, elucidating the role of genome maintenance in
modulating lifespan. Our findings in this comparative analysis of GM in
human, mouse, and NMR suggest that NMR has more robust GM than
mouse, which could play a role in the former’s extreme longevity.
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Fig. S3 Evolution of random genes between chicken and human, mouse, and
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copy number in naked mole-rat than human or mouse.
Fig. S5 Alignment of RNA-seq reads to copies of CEBPG gene in NMR shows
expression in two copies and none in the third copy.
Fig. S6 Alignment of RNA-seq reads to copies of TINF2 gene in NMR shows
expression in both copies.
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